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Text #1 – The Poem – “I Lied Today” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Text #1 is a narrative poem. It is divided into major mental pictures. As you read “I Lied 
Today,” highlight the main idea and underline the most inclusive detail in each mental 
picture. 

I Lied Today 
 

I lied today 
I just concealed my first lie 
like chocolate covering strawberries. 

 ---------------------------------------------- 

Everyone believed me. 
It wasn't even that witty. 
I said I was there when I wasn't. 
Who did that hurt and how much? 
------------------------------ 
Why do they keep talking to me? 
Just let my lie slither away.  
How did I like my visit? 
What did I enjoy the most? 
Was Uncle Pedro there? 
When did I decide to return? 
---------------------------------------------- 

How should I know? 
I wasn't there. 

 ---------------------------------------------- 

I forced a smile, excited to be there. 
Of course, I savored the beach the most,  
you know the cove at Boar's Head.  

--- Divides the poem into major mental pictures 

    Continued  next page … 
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 Word Study of the Poem 

 

No. Key terms 2+ synonyms and a definition Role in the text 

Ex. tide 

mental picture # ____ 

surge, flood 

The distance the waves come up on 

the beach  

The author uses tide metaphorically to show 

that the false details the narrator kept 

providing to make his lie more believable just 

kept adding up and making things worse. 

1 concealed 

mental picture # ____ 

hidden, covered up 

Withdrawn from sight or 

observation 

The author uses concealed to show that the 

narrator’s first lie was deliberate and 

foreshadows that the narrator cannot be 

trusted. 

2 confess 

mental picture # ____ 

to admit, come clean 

To acknowledge or admit something 

as true that was previously covered 

up 

The author uses confess to emphasize the 

childish attempt to reverse the sense of guilt 

the narrator feels from lying. 

3 quota 

mental picture # ____ 

full amount, share 

A proportional amount of a fixed 

quantity 

The author uses quota to emphasize that as 

the narrator gives more details, he increases 

the likelihood that he will be found out. 

4 savored 

mental picture # ____ 

enjoyed, relished 

Immersed in the pleasure of 

experiencing something 

 

The author uses savored to show the extent to 

which the narrator is exaggerating his lie that 

leads to more lies. It is not enough for him to 

simply say he went to the beach. 

5 slither 

mental picture # ____ 

to crawl or slide 

To move along the ground, often 

away from something, like a snake 

 

The author uses slither to imply that the 

narrator’s lie makes him feel like a snake. 

Many people dislike snakes because snakes 

often imply dishonesty, and the narrator 

wants to escape the predicament his lies have 

put him in. 

6 witty 

mental picture # ____ 

clever, funny 

Describes someone keenly perceiving 

situations and being able to express 

them in an amusing way 

In stanza #1, the author uses witty to show 

how easy lying seems to the narrator. The 

author begins the description of a character 

he/she despises a liar who thinks people who 

believe him are simpletons. 

 

In the first read of Text #1, it is important to locate and focus on the key terms that carry 
the message of the text. How do the words the author chooses help explain his / her style 
and values or beliefs about the topic? 

Applied comprehension 

 ELAGSE6-8RL4, W2d, L4a, L5a-c 
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   What the Poem Means 

In the left column, write a description of what each mental picture on the right means. 

The mental pictures mean … I Lied Today 

What does the first mental picture you see mean?   

The mental picture describes a boy who seems proud of 

his lie at first. He passed it off for truth even though “it 

wasn’t even that witty.” He compares his deception to 

“chocolate covering strawberries” and shows he doesn’t 

understand the negative effect of lying. Because people 

can’t see through it, he perceives them as gullible. 

 
I lied today 
I just concealed my first lie 
like chocolate covering strawberries. 

Everyone believed me. 
It wasn't even that witty. 
I said I was there when I wasn't. 
Who did that hurt and how much? 

The second mental picture? 

The mental picture portrays the boy growing more 

nervous about his lie to the point of paranoia. “Slither” 

implies that by now he feels guilt about his dishonesty. 

The barrage of questions, “how … what … was … and … 

when” mirrors the anxiety that he feels. His answer is 

simple: he doesn’t have a good answer. 

Why do they keep talking to me? 
Just let my lie slither away.  
How did I like my visit? 
What did I enjoy the most? 
Was Uncle Pedro there? 
When did I decide to return? 

How should I know? 
I wasn't there. 

The third mental picture? 

The mental picture emphasizes how the boy is becoming 

more and more entrapped in his lie. His first lie is 

expanding into an ever-expanding lie. “Savored” 

emphasizes that simply lying to say he was at the beach 

is no longer enough. The image of a high tide hints that 

the boy realizes he is “getting in over his head” and his 

“pale skin” serves as a constant reminder to him of his 

dishonesty. 

I forced a smile, excited to be there. 
Of course, I savored the beach the most,  
you know the cove at Boar's Head.  
The tide was quite high, and I swam with all the 
cousins. 
They laughed at my Pedro joke. 
I hope they don't call him. 
I decided to return when I had reached my quota of 
sun (I stare down at my pale skin). 
 

The fourth mental picture? 

The boy finally acknowledges how unrealistic it is to 

keep lying when he says, “I think I’d better confess.” 

Still, since he is a liar, he is unreliable as a narrator. He 

does not seem to convince himself-much less us readers-

that he will stop lying. The poem’s two final lines offer a 

blanket statement of the truth which loom large in 

contrast to  the constant lies of the previous stanzas. 

I think I'd better confess  
before someone asks another question. 
I'll never remember all the things I did  
when I wasn't there. 
 

  

Once you have completed “The mental pictures mean …” column, highlight or underline 
evidence in the “I Lied Today” column that supports your inferences. 

Inferential comprehension 

 ELAGSE6-8RL1, ELAGSE6-8W2d 
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   Elements of Fiction in the Poem 

 

  Element 1 – Character(s)... 
In 1-2 sentences, describe how clearly the emotional and mental condition of the main character 
appears. Include any changes or growth in the character arc. 
The author sketches the narrator subtly, and the boy evolves slowly. At first, when he compares his lying to 

“chocolate covering strawberries,” he shows arrogance. Later, he is worried, and his lies grow more involved like 

when he says he “savored the beach.” He gains slight moral clarity at the end of the poem but wavers. 

  Element 2 – Plot.. 
In 1-2 sentences, explain how clearly the problem or resolution appear. 
The problem is that the narrator is stuck in a lie which forces him to keep lying. The climax occurs when he 

decides to leave where he is because he is worried about being caught in the lie. The resolution is left somewhat 

vague. The narrator apparently decides “I’d better confess,” but whether he will actually do so is doubtful. 

  Element 3 – Setting(s) . 
In 1-2 sentences, describe how clearly the physical location or social environment appear. 
The physical location is never really specified, but the narrator is talking to a group of people he knows well. The 

social environment is more complicated. It seems like the people the narrator is talking to are lighthearted and 

interested in what he has to say, but that makes the narrator increasingly worried. 

  Element 4 – Point(s)-of-View.. 
In 1-2 sentences, explain how clearly the main character's way of considering things, opinions, or 
feelings of the situation appear. 
The main character is arrogant, then self-conscious to the point of paranoia, but indecisive. He is proud of his first 

lie, but anxiety quickly overtakes him. Anxiety over being caught, and not genuine concern for the truth, is what 

leads him to decide “I think I’d better confess.” His unreliability makes it doubtful that he actually will. 

  Element 5 – Theme(s) . 
In 1-2 sentences, describe how clearly the author shows what the narrative is about. Include any values 
about life or views on the world that the author implies. 
The narrative is about how telling the truth is important from the start because one lie leads to more lies. The 

author of the passage implies that even if a lie doesn’t seem harmful at first, it can still have bad consequences, 

especially for the person telling the lie. The vague resolution highlights the uncertainty that lies impose on liars 

and the people being lied to. 

  Element 6 – Style.. 

In 1-2 sentences, explain what makes the story engaging. Was it the writer's word choice, tone, humor, 
suspense, surprise, or the characters' dialect or intelligence? 
The narrator’s reproachful, disdainful tone makes the story engaging. The barrage of questions in the second 

stanza mirrors the anxiety welling up in the boy. The simple truths stated in the final lines of the second, third, 

and fourth stanzas contrast nicely with the blatant lies in the rest of the poem.  

 

After the first read of Text #1, you have a basic understanding of the text. It is time to 
evaluate how clearly the author presents elements of fiction in the poem. Refer to the text 
to respond to each element. 

Evaluative comprehension 

 ELAGSE6-8RL1,2, W2d, L4a, L5a-c 
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  What the Poem Says 

Answer each question below with a detailed sentence. 

What the Poem says ... 

In the first mental picture (stanza) … 

Who believed the narrator’s lie? 

Everybody believed the narrator’s lie. 

According to the poem, what did the narrator lie about? 

The narrator lied about being somewhere when he wasn’t actually there. 

In the second mental picture (stanza) … 

Why did the narrator not want people to “keep talking to me?” 

The author did not want to keep talking to people because he had to make up answers to simple 

questions about the visit. 

What kinds of questions did people ask the narrator? 

The people asked the narrator how he liked his visit, what the narrator enjoyed the most, if Uncle 

Pedro was there, and when the narrator decided to return. 

In the third mental picture (stanza) … 

Where did the narrator say he was with his Uncle Pedro and “all the cousins?” 

The narrator said that he was on the beach at the cove at Boar’s Head. 

According to the poem, what did the narrator hope for after making up his story? 

The narrator hoped the people he lied to didn’t call Uncle Pedro and discover the truth. 

In the fourth mental picture (stanza) … 

When does the narrator think he should confess his lie? 

The narrator thinks he should confess before people continue asking questions and discover his lie. 

Why does the narrator think confessing is a better option than continuing with the lie? 

The narrator thinks confessing is a better option than continuing with the lie because he finds it 

nearly impossible to keep his story straight. 

 

 

 

 

 

Literal comprehension 

 ELAGSE6-8RL1, ELAGSE6-8W2d 
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Selected Responses – “I Lied Today” 

 Item 1.   
Which of the following is an analogy used by the narrator about how they lied? 

A. “They laughed at my Pedro joke.” 
B. “How should I know? I wasn’t there.” 
C. “like chocolate covering strawberries” 
D. none of the above 

 

 Item 2. 
Which choice would BEST replace slither in the poem? 

A. to remember fondly 
B. to talk loudly 
C. to enter proudly 
D. to leave sneakily 

 

 Item 3. 
Which detail from the story BEST shows that the narrator’s lie was complicated? 

A. “Everyone believed me.” 
B. “It wasn’t even that witty.” 
C. “I’ll never remember all the things I did.” 
D. “I said I was there when I wasn’t.” 

 

 Item 4.  
Which of the following is NOT part of the lie told by the narrator? 

A. “[He] savored the beach the most.” 
B. “Snorkeling with my cousins included sharks.” 
C. “They laughed at my Pedro joke.” 
D. “The tide was quite high.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Based on your reading of the poem “I Lied Today,” complete these selected responses to 
help lock in your understanding of the poem.  

Objective assessment 
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  Constructed Response – “I Lied Today” 

The Writing Prompt 
What is the most likely reason the narrator wishes that people would “just let my lie slither 
away?” Use evidence (details, key terms, and ideas) from the poem to support your answer. 

The 2-point Rubric 
Pts The response achieves the following ... 

2 

 gives sufficient evidence of the ability to analyze how a section of the text fits into the overall structure and 
explains how it contributes to the text 

 includes specific examples / details that make clear reference to the text 
 adequately explains the purpose and contributions of the section of the text with clearly relevant information 

based on the text. 

1 

 gives limited evidence of the ability to analyze how a stanza of a poem fits into the overall structure and to 
explain how it contributes to the text 

 includes vague / limited examples/details that refer to the text 
 explains the purpose and contributions of the stanza of a poem with vague / limited information based on the 

text. 

0 

 gives no evidence of the ability to analyze how a stanza of a poem fits into the overall structure or to explain 
how it contributes to the text. 

 explains how a stanza of a poem fits into the overall structure but includes no examples or no examples / 
details that refer to the text. 

 explains the contributions of a stanza of a poem but includes no relevant information. 

Sample of Constructed Responses 

2 
points 

Teacher expectations: Write at least 4-5 sentences and use at least 2-3 key terms from the Word Study in your 
response.  
Text #1 key terms: concealed, confess, quota, savored, slither, tide, witty  
The narrator wishes the people would “just let [his] lie slither away” because he realizes his original lie is 

forcing him to keep lying. Telling more lies to conceal his dishonesty makes him less and less comfortable, 

and the narrator wishes the people would just change the subject. The author uses the term “slither” 

because it means crawling like a snake, and snakes are a common symbol of dishonesty. The words also 

personify his lie, which is now taking on a life of its own. The witty narrator hopes to escape the 

uncomfortable situation and return to an environment where he can confess his wrongdoing. 

1  
point 

The narrator wishes the people would “just let [his] lie slither away” because he feels like a snake for 

lying. He wants the lie just to go away, so he can start telling the truth again. 

0 
points 

The narrator wishes people would “just let [his] lie slither away” because he does not like the company 

he’s in. 

 

 

Based on your reading of the poem “I Lied Today,” construct your response to this writing 
prompt.  

Written assessment 

 ELAGSE6-8RL5, ELAGSE6-8W2c, d, W10 
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Text #2 – The Story – “Becoming Honest Again” 

 

 

Text #2 relates to Text #1 in a way that you will discover. As you read "Becoming Honest Again," 
highlight the main idea and underline the most inclusive detail in each mental picture.  
 

Becoming Honest Again  

#1        Annisa was so upset when her 5-year-old brother, Minesh, spilled water on her school 
project again. It was the fifth time this school year. She could not hold her tongue any longer. At 
dinner she let it spill out, “I need my own desk to keep Minesh out of my school stuff." She could 
see her mom was sympathetic, but she knew it would take a lot more money than her family had 
to buy a desk. Yet, her mom surprised her with her response, "I'll meet you in front of your 
school tomorrow. We'll walk to Ahmad's second-hand furniture store. We'll find something." 

#2        At Ahmad's Furniture, Annisa scoured the tiny selection in hopes of finding the perfect 
desk. At one point, she casually opened a drawer of an old black table. Inside was a small 
transparent bag with several 1000-rupee notes. "Maybe this is my lucky day. For my 12th 
birthday, I can buy a bicycle, stationery, dresses ... and maybe something for my family,” Annisa 
thought. 
                 She quickly slipped the bag to the end of the drawer like a spy in a covert operation. 
She walked back to her mother and tried not to act too excited when she told her she wanted 
the black table. Her mom thought it looked too old and told her to look for something better. 
"No, it’s what I really like. I can paint it and glue some really cool stickers on it to make it look 
better," Annisa insisted. She began feeling nervous inside, worried that her mother might notice 
that greed had taken over her thinking. 

#3        As they arrived back home, Annisa could not wait until she was alone with her new desk. 
She locked her room, quickly opened the drawer, and took out the plastic bag filled with rupees. 
She found a paper note stuffed in with all the money. She read the name of an older person at 
the top and a list of names beneath with a number of rupees beside each name. They were 
probably the grandchildren of whoever owned the bag. Her heart began to beat wildly as she 
counted out over 12,000 rupees. 
# Each numbered section of the text creates a mental picture for readers. 

Continued on next page … 
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Suggestions for use – Week 3 

View this packet in 3 sections, Text #1 (a poem), Text #2 (prose), and constructed extended 
response to the prose text. An optional 4th section is a response to the paired texts. 

Text #3 – Reread, analyze, and respond to both texts.  

Session 1 – Prepare for extended constructed response. 

        Practice Tasks I – III Students complete 1-3 practice tasks individually or 
in pairs.    

Session 2 – Complete an extended constructed response. 

        Written assessment Students analyze, plan, and then alter or extend 
Text #2.   

Session 3 – Complete an evaluation of extended constructed response and revise it. 

        Revision of extended writing Student completes an assigned revision strategy 
individually and reads it aloud for peer response.  

      Pacing for the Story 
 

  Monday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Week  3 

Group 
Constructing 

extended responses 
Extended 
response 

Revision of 
extended response Evaluation 

General Ed pairs individual individual pairs 

Students in 
need 

small group small group individual pairs 
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Changing the point of view 

Use this practice task just before you ask them to change the point of view in a narrative text 
for certain. This task is, however, a worthwhile exercise even if students are asked to alter the 
narrative text in a different way.  

This task helps you understand a narrator’s point of view in fiction. Review the differences 
between the sentences written in 1st and 3rd person point of view in the gray box.   

1st person point of view 3rd person point of view 

I walk home exhausted from the noonday heat. 

 

 

The child walks home exhausted from the noonday heat. 
(3rd person point of view in present tense.) 
The child walked home exhausted from the noonday 
heat. (3rd person point of view in past tense.) 

I announce that the match for my soccer team starts 
precisely at 9:00 a.m. at the club. 

The coach announces that the match for his soccer team 
starts precisely at 9:00 a.m. at the club. (3rd person point 
of view in present tense.) 

The coach announced that the match for his soccer team 
started precisely at 9:00 a.m. at the club. (3rd person point 
of view in past tense.) 

Then read the sentences in the left column, label the point of view 1 or 3, and change each 
sentence to either 1st or 3rd person.  

Sentence in a 1st or 3rd person point of view 1, 3 Sentence changed to the other point of view 

Susan knows a scenic route back to her home. 3 I know a scenic route back to my home. 
I am ready to graduate from my middle school. 1 Carol is ready to graduate from her middle school. 
I have given the principal my answer to her 
question. 1 

The boy has given the principal his answer to her 

question. 
Juan is the best-performing athlete on his team. 3 I am the best-performing athlete on my team. 
I left my little brother a surprise under the 
doormat. 1 

Melvin left his little brother a surprise under the 

doormat. 
In my opinion, the game should have already 
been over. 1 

In her opinion, the game should have already been 

over. 
Quantavious led his team in hitting home runs. 3 I led my team in hitting home runs.  
Jeremiah presented Maria with three valentines. 3 I presented Maria with three valentines. 
I never leave my chores half completed. 1 Ho Chen never leaves his chores half completed. 
Eleven eighth graders led the way back from the 
fire drill. 3  I led the way back from the fire drill. 

 

 

 

 ELAGSE6-8RL4, ELAGSE6-8W3d, W5 (revising) 

Practice task II 
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Analyzing a character  
The best way to learn how to add a fully described character to a narrative is to study one in a 
text you are presently reading. When you write out the details about a character in the clues 
column, you will write descriptive details.      

Tip Be sure to fill in the CLUES column with details from the text first before you specify the 
trait. 

A main character in “Becoming Honest Again” 
  Traits  Clues 
     

  Physical  “I need my own desk to keep Minesh 

out of my school stuff.”   young ← 
    
     

  Says  “She could not hold her tongue any 

longer.”   what’s on her mind ← 
    
     

  Thinks  “She knew she would have to make up 

many lies” … “and hide it until she was 

an adult.” 
The 

Character 

 about the future ← 
  

 

Annisa 
    

 Feels  “Her conscience caught up with her.” 

“Why have I lost my peace of mind?”  guilty ← 
    
     

  Believes  “She knew what she had to do … She 

confessed.”   in honesty ← 
    
     

  Does  “We have to take the bag back to the 

store and find the old lady’s family.”   the right thing ← 
    
     

 

 

 

 

 

 

Practice task III a 

 ELAGSE6-8RL2-3  
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Adding a character  

In creating a character to add to a story, fill out the TRAITS column first. Then describe each 
TRAIT that you want your character to have before you write out descriptive words and phrases 
in the CLUES column to add to your narrative. 

My new character for “Becoming Honest Again” 
  Traits  Clues 
     

  Physical  “Annisa saw a slender lady with slight 

wrinkles on her face enter the store. 

Her hair was not quite white, but it had 

gray streaks.” 

  middle aged, thin → 
   

 
     

  Says  “‘You have one amazing little girl,’ the 

lady told Annisa’s mother.”   kind things → 
    
     

  Thinks  “She had never expected to get the 

money back. It was just like someone to 

steal it.” The 
Character 

 most people are 

generally dishonest 
→ 

   

the old lady’s 

daughter              

    

 Feels  “‘I am so worried,’ the lady told the 

store owner. ‘If I don’t have this money, 

I don’t know how I’ll feed my family.’” 

 anxious → 
    
     

  Believes  “She hugged Annisa. ‘I am so grateful to 

you for being honest,’ she said.”   in being thankful → 
    
     

  Does  “The lady took out ten 100-rupee 

notes and handed them to Annisa. ‘It’s 

the least I could do,’ she said. ‘You really 

are a lifesaver.’” 

  generous things → 
    

     

 

 

 

 

 

Practice task III b 

 ELAGSE6-8RL3a, d, ELAGSE6-8W4 (revising) 
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Teacher model of an Extended Constructed Response 

4 
points 

Annisa and her mom went back to Ahmad’s second-hand furniture store. They brought the old desk and 

money back with them. When they got to the store, Ahmad greeted them.  

“Tell Mr. Ahmad what happened,” Annisa’s mother prompted her. 

“I found this bag of money in the desk while I was here and went home with it. That’s the reason I chose 

the desk,” she said to Ahmad. “But then I got home and found the list of names and realized I should bring 

the money back.” 

Ahmad smiled at Annisa and her mother. “You have a very honest daughter,” he said to Annisa’s mom. 

“Luckily,” he said, “I know just whose desk this was because they just sold it to me a few days ago. I have 

their number here.” He reached below the counter behind the register, pulled out a notebook, and picked up 

the phone.  

A few minutes later a lady arrived. She was smiling broadly when Ahmad handed her the money. “Thank 

you so much,” she said to Ahmad. “I need this money to buy groceries, and my family members need it, 

too.” 

“Don’t thank me,” Ahmad said. “Thank this young lady.” He pointed to Annisa.  

The lady smiled and looked at Annisa. “Thank you,” she said. “I can’t tell you how grateful I am.” 

Once the woman had left, Ahmad smiled again at Annisa. “You can have any desk in the store for free,” he 

said to Annisa. “You are my best customer.” 

3 
points 

Annisa and her mom went back to Ahmad’s second-hand furniture store. They showed Ahmad the money. 

“You are very good to come back,” he told Annisa. “I will call the people who sold me this desk.” He reached 

for the phone and dialed a number. He spoke briefly and turned back to Annisa, smiling. “The lady says she 

no longer needs the money,” he said. “You can have it all.” 

Annisa and her mother were very happy. After they bought a new desk, they stopped to get her a new bike 

and several new dresses. When they got back home, Annisa’s mom had tears in her eyes. “I am so lucky to 

have such an honest daughter,” she said proudly. “We are going out to the movies tonight.” 

2 
points 

Annisa and her mom went back to Ahmad’s second-hand furniture store and told him about the money. 

“You are very lucky,” he told Annisa’s mother, “to have such an honest daughter. Let me call the lady who 

sold it to me.” After he talked on the phone for a minute, he turned back to Annisa. “She can’t come in 

today,” he said. “Let’s split the money.” 

“No!” Annisa exclaimed. “That would be stealing.” She and her mother left the store as quickly as possible 

and called the police. 

1 
point 

When Annisa and her mom returned to Ahmad’s second-hand furniture store and told Ahmad about what 

had happened, he got very angry. “So, you’re the thief!” he said. “I knew it was probably a child. They are 

so dishonest. Don’t move a muscle,” he told Annisa, “I am calling the police.” 

0 
points 

Annisa’s mom was very proud of Annisa for telling the truth, but she kept the money. She needed it to buy 

groceries for her family. 

 
 

 

 

 ELAGSE6-8RL2,4,6, ELAGSE6-8W3a, d, W4 (revising), W10 

Written assessment 


